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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method for realizing power loss and reactive power flow 
reductions on an electrical power transmission system. The method determines the size 
and location o f reactive power compensating capacitors. In the first phase, candidate 
busses (nodes) are identified by determining which substations are physically able to 
accommodate new capacitor and associated switching apparatus. Phase two employs an 
iterative search technique, the Western System Coordinating Council (WSCC) power 
flow  program and heuristic inputs to choose the single buss most sensitive to real power 
loss reduction. Reactive power loss reduction and reactive power intertie flow  are 
secondary factors also used to determine capacitor locations. Once the bus is chosen, the 
system is modeled w ith a 24 MVAR capacitor, the utilities’ minimum desired size, in 
service on the chosen bus. The iterative search and capacitor placement steps are 
subsequently repeated until either reactive power flow  on the interties are reduced to zero 
or system voltages exceed minimum or maximum standards. In the event voltage 
standards are violated, intertie transformer tap settings are adjusted and the iterative 
search continues. This method is applied to a 3,577 circuit-m ile transmission system and 
a 10,000 circuit-m ile feeder system operating at 69KV, 138KV, and 230KV w ith peak 
load o f 3,590.91 MW and 364.15 MVAR. Placement o f capacitors as suggested in this 
study would result in real power loss reduction o f 3.82 MW  and intertie reactive power 
flow  reduction o f 430 MVAR at peak load conditions.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The basic question for an electrical utility company is simple. How can it provide 
the power demanded by the system in the most economic fashion? This question can be 
divided into many smaller pieces, but there are two critical issues that must be addressed 
in order to determine the answer. These issues are real and reactive power supply and 
demand. The focus o f this thesis is the second part o f the issue, reactive power supply 
and demand.
Reactive power is the power used throughout the system to support the magnetic 
fields necessary to operate equipment like transformers and electric motors. It is not 
consumed by the system but is merely passed between elements that temporarily store it. 
Elements that store reactive power are either capacitive or inductive. Capacitive elements 
store reactive power in an electric field and cause the current waveform to lead the 
voltage waveform. Inductive elements store reactive power in a magnetic field and cause 
the current waveform to lag the voltage waveform. In other words these two types o f 
elements work in opposite ways and therefore can supply each others reactive power 
needs.
The overwhelming majority o f loads on a power system are inductive, therefore, 
system operators generally consider capacitive elements to be reactive power suppliers. 
Some o f the reactive elements used to supply VARs are shunt capacitors, line capacitors, 
generators, and synchronous condensers. With this in mind, our original
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question can be reduced to “ Where should capacitive elements be placed, how many 
should be placed, and how big should they be?” . These question can be summarized as 
the VAR planning, or VAR compensation, problem and are the subject o f this thesis.
Compensation for reactive power has been studied for many years. In the mid 
1950’s Neagle and Samson [1] developed general rules for the placement o f capacitor 
banks on primary feeders in order to reduce losses. These rules allowed the system 
designer to calculate the optimum size and location for a fixed number o f capacitors 
along a radial feeder o f uniform and constant load. Researchers such as Cook, Maxwell. 
Schmill, Duran, Chang, Rankine, Bae, and others [2 ] - [1 2 ]  have also dealt with this 
problem. In most cases the research dealt w ith unique systems and was not generally 
extendible to other systems.
In 1981, Grainger and Lee [13,14] proposed a method for solving this problem for 
a single radial feeder having a variety o f wire sizes and reactive load profiles. The result 
was a simple procedure that was applicable for a variety o f distribution systems. 
Ponnavaikko and Prakasa [15] incorporated the affect o f future load growth and increases 
in the cost o f energy into this optimization process making it even more useful. These 
methods, however, dealt only with radial distribution systems and were not extendible to 
inter-linked systems such as a u tility  transmission system.
Heuristic approaches have also been shown to produce useful results. Abdel- 
Salam, Chikhani, and Hackam [16] introduced a method that used an iterative search 
technique to identify sensitive nodes and subsequently determine capacitor size and 
location. This method, although defined for radial distribution systems showed promise 
for applications with inter-linked system cases such as a u tility transmission system.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Other researchers have approached power system VAR compensation from the 
inter-linked transmission system arena. Granville and Canida Abib Lima [17] used the 
Benders decomposition technique to break down the VAR transmission system planning 
problem into an investment sub-problem and an operational sub-problem. Mixed integer 
programming techniques combined with the standard load flow  program and iterative 
problem solution lead the authors to the optimal size and location for capacitor banks.
The authors focused primarily on accoimting for contingency situations and min imization 
o f installation costs without regard for loss reduction due to capacitor installation or 
switching transients. Both issues are o f great concern to system planners. Chen and Liu 
[18] introduced a decision maker into the process allowing for heuristic judgments to 
balance the multi-objective problem. More recently, Liu, Jwo, Liu and Hsiao [19] 
combined partial gradient descent and simulated annealing to solve for a global optimal 
solution to the VAR planning problem. Both [18] and [19] provide useful methods for 
assisting VAR planners do their job, provided that they have the necessary software and 
hardware needed to use them.
Until recently, the complexity o f the transmission system compensation problem 
has rendered optimization an elusive target. Many techniques have been tried, and each 
has been progressively more accurate and more complex. The complexity o f recent 
solutions [17,18,19] has rendered them inaccessible to many transmission system 
designers and planners. They are not generally compatible with existing system models, 
they require a great deal o f research to understand, and they are expensive.
Frequently, electrical u tility transmission system designers and planners need to 
find a “ good”  answer, in a short period o f time. The methods described in [1-19] can not
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fu lfill this need. In this paper, a transmission system VAR compensation approach 
designed specifically for this application, is described. Nevada Power Company (NPC) is 
currently facing this situation and provides a unique opportunity to develop and apply a 
situational approach to their “ real-world”  condition. The approach w ill meet five basic 
requirements, deemed by project planners, to be critical to successful employment by 
NPC. First, the method for optimally sizing and locating capacitor compensation w ill 
utilize existing NPC computer and modeling resources. Second, it w ill optimize for real 
power losses first and tie-line reactiv e power flow  second. Third, the method w ill 
minimize computation and analysis time and fourth, it w ill be repeatable. Finally, once 
the method is defined, it w ill be used to find a compensation scheme that completely 
compensates for all tie line reactive power flow  for the peak load case.
The report begins with a description o f the NPC generation, transmission, and 
distribution system and the problem it is currently facing. Next, the research tools used 
are described, w ith particular emphasis on the tools provided by WSCC. Then, three 
potential solution techniques are described, providing a complete treatment o f the chosen 
approach. Finally, the specific results achieved by this approach are provided and 
conclusions gathered from the work are summarized.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERATION, TRANSMISSION, AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Nevada Power Company(NPC) addresses the problems o f real and reactive power 
supply so that it can accommodate a demanding customer base. NPC serves 
approximately 450,000 individual accounts that span a 4,500 sq mile area. It’s peak load 
is 3,066 MW and 320 MVAR. NPC supplies its real power requirements through a 
combination o f local generation and real power imports. Local generation capacity is 
supplied by the generating units listed in Table 1 [19]. NPC does not have enough 
capacity to generate all o f its power requirements locally and must buy some o f its power 
in order to meet the load. NPC purchases and imports power via the tie lines that listed in 
Table 2 and shown in Figure 1.
Table 1 NPC System Generation
LOCATION NUMBER OF UNITS CAPACITY
REID GARDNER 4 605 MW
CLARK 10 585 MW
SUNRISE 2 156 MW
SUNPEAK 2 240 MW
MOHAVE 2 225 MW
NAVAJO 3 254.25MW
HARRY ALLEN 1 70 MW
HOOVER DAM 2 396 MW
COGENERATION 4 305 MW
TOTAL 2836.25 MW
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Table 2 NPC Tie Lines
AGENCY TIE LINE: FROM - TO
LADWP MCCULLOUGH - ARDEN 1, ARDEN 2, CLARK 6. 
LM  EAST, NAVAJO
SCE LAUGHLIN - MOHAVE
PACE HARRY ALLEN - REDBUTTE
VEA JACKASS FLATS - LATHROPWIS, NORTHWEST 
&  MEAD - PAHRUMP
WAPA BASIC - CLARK E, CLARK W &  MEAD - DECATUR, 
WINTERWOOD, CLARK, CAREY
In addition to its real power requirements NPC must also supply reactive power to 
its customers. The NPC systems hits peak load during the summer when ambient 
temperature in southern Nevada can exceed 115 degrees. This load is due in large part to 
air conditioning units that have a significant inductive (or reactive) component. In order 
to account for the increase in reactive power demand NPC must introduce additional 
reactive power suppliers into its system. Currently there are three methods for doing this. 
The first and best method it to engage local, distribution and transmission system, 
capacitors. Unfortunately, there are not enough o f these units on the system to accoimt 
for all the reactive power requirements. The second method employs generation units 
operating in their capacitive mode. The main drawback o f this method is that it reduces 
the amount o f real power that is generated and therefore makes the cost o f energy higher. 
Finally, NPC also has the option o f importing reactive power over the tie lines listed 
earlier. Although this method is widely used, it forces other u tility  systems to serve a 
load that is not their own
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 1 NPC Tie Lines
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8Presently, there is not a fair or effective method for NPC to compensate these utilities for 
supplying reactive power. The supplying utilities are, understandably, displeased with the 
situation and drastic measures have been threatened. Additionally, by separating the 
points o f power supply and demand by such long distances, tie lines are forced to carry 
more current. This reduces line capacity for real power transmission and increases the 
amount o f losses on the system.
Real and reactive power suppliers and customers are not the only factors affecting 
the VAR compensation problem. The power transmission and distribution network itself 
also has a tremendous affect on this issue. For the purpose o f this thesis, transmission 
w ill be defined as the strategic movement o f power to particular geographic regions that 
require it and it is accomplished at voltage levels at or above 69 KV. Distribution is the 
tactical movement o f power to particular individual customers who demand it and it is 
accomplished at voltage levels below 69 KV. NPC has approximately 3,577 miles o f 
transmission lines tied together through over 200 local transmission busses. NPC 
transmission lines carry current over lines operating at 230 KV, 138 KV, and 69 KV. 
These lines and substations are shown in figures 2 and 3 [20]. NPC’s distribution 
network has over 10,001 miles o f conductors, and the primary distribution voltages are 
12.47 KV, and 4.16 KV.
Currently there are not enough passive capacitive elements on the NPC 
transmission and distribution system to supply all o f the reactive power needs. By 1997, 
NPC w ill have a 430 MVAR difference between locally available reactive power and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 2 230 KV and 138 KV Transmission System
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Figure 3 69 KV Transmission System
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I I
reactive power demand. Operating generators in their capacitive mode means that the 
amount o f active power (watts that people pay for) generated by the unit is reduced and 
the cost o f energy is increased. Importing reactive power over the tie lines reduces the 
capacity o f the lines and causes the adjacent u tility  company to supply reactive (non-fund 
generating) power to NPC. Needless to say the situation is not desirable and NPC is 
currently studying ways to improve it.
Based on the introductory information, and the description o f the NPC real and 
reactive power generation, transmission, distribution, and consumption scheme, it is easy 
to see where there might be room for improvement. NPC is faced with a deficit in local 
reactive power supply that is causing generators to run at inefficient power factor levels, 
adjacent utilities to supply reactive power without compensation, and tie lines to be 
overloaded. Like most VAR compensation schemes, reducing losses clearly improves 
system performance and is considered a priority. The unique element o f this example o f 
the problem is the tie line flow. In order to solve the problem completely one must 
reduce tie line flow  from 430 MVAR to 0 MVAR while simultaneously maximizing loss 
reduction. As stated in the introduction this must be done w ithin the framework o f 
NPC’s standard tools and system data.
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CHAPTERS 
RESEARCH TOOLS - THE WSCC LOAD FLOW PROGRAM
One o f the key tools provided by NPC to solve the VAR compensation problem is 
the Western System Coordinating Council (WSCC) load flow  program and system 
database. WSCC is an alliance o f power generation, transmission, and distribution 
utilities enacted for the purpose o f providing the coordination essential to the operation 
and planning o f a reliable network o f interconnected utilities. The WSCC region 
encompasses approximately 1.8 m illion square miles and serves approximately 59 m illion 
people. WSCC has 69 member organizations and 11 affiliate members in the United 
States o f America, Canada, and Mexico (see Figure 4 in pocket [21].
WSCC’s mission is “ to coordinate the operating and planning activities o f its 
members and to actively promote the reliability and adequacy o f the regions 
interconnected transmission and generation facilities”  [21]. Two key methods for doing 
this are (a) developing operating guidelines, and (b) developing and fielding planning 
tools that provide and incorporate an up-to-date model o f the entire interconnected 
system. The second method is o f particular interest because one o f the tools provided by 
WSCC was critical to the success o f this research.
One tool WSCC provides to its members is the WSCC interactive power flow 
system (IPS). IPS includes a command language that allows users to communicate with 
the program using English-like words, an input/output control scheme that allows the user
12
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to control the flow  o f data into or out o f computation and storage systems, a computation 
oriented programming environment (COPE) that allows the user to automate a variety o f 
program language commands, and a graphics system that can be used to display program 
data in user friendly format.
WSCC also compiles, with the help o f its member organizations, a comprehensive 
data file  that mathematically depicts the entire WSCC power system. At the local level, 
organizations (such as NPC) add a detailed version o f this data to the comprehensive data 
file. The result is an accurate data file, in the standard WSCC format, that can be used 
with a high degree o f confidence to plan future system adjustments. This data file, 
combined with the IPS system, can be an effective means for system plarmers to model 
and test their systems.
In order to fu lly  appreciate the WSCC’s EPS system and use it to solve the VAR 
compensation problem, one must understand the nature o f the power flow  problem. 
Although commercial electrical power systems can be modeled as simple electrical 
circuits, conventional loop or nodal analysis is not an effective means for finding voltages 
and currents. This is due to the fact that loads are defined in terms o f complex power 
instead o f impedance, and generators are not modeled as ideal voltage sources. In fact, 
the problem consists o f solving 2n non linear algebraic equations for an n bus system. 
Therefore, one must use numerical methods to solve this complex problem [22].
I f  one considers a typical node (or bus) “ i”  on the electrical pov.%r system, it is 
easy to see that power generated at the bus is equal to power transmitted from the bus and 
power consumed at the bus such that:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Soi — Su + Stî
where So, = complex power generated at, and flowing into, bus i 
Su = complex power load consumed at bus i 
Sii = complex power transmitted from, and flowing out of, bus i
Each complex power expression can be broken down into rectangular expressions. For 
Sxi this yields:
Stî = Ptî + JQtî = V jl Xi 
where I'xi = E"=i(yij V j/-Yü - 5; ) such that:
Pxi = Z"= i(V i Vj yij cos(5i - 5j -yy))
Qxi = Z"j=i(Vi Vj yij sin(5i - ôj -yy))
yij = magnitude o f the (i j )  th element o f the bus admittance matrix 
Yij = angle o f the (i j )  th element o f the bus admittance matrix 
Vj = magnitude o f the voltage at bus i 
5i = angle o f the voltage at bus i
11 follows that one is concerned w ith the following variables for every bus:
Pci, Pu, Qci, Qu, Vj and 0|, where Pti and Qu are specified.
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In order to solve the circuit, one must assume, depending on the bus type, that two o f the 
four remaining variable are also specified. It is appropriate to specify variables over 
which system operators have control. This is done in accordance with Table 3 [22].
Table 3 Bus Types and Load Flow Analysis
Bus Tvpe Known Unknowns Annroximate Number
Slack Vj = 1.0 andôi =0 Poi and Qci 1
Load PciandQoi V j andôi 85%
Generator Pci andVj Qci andôi 15%
The load flow  problem can now be stated in terms o f solving for the unknown 
variables o f table 3 for a system with known admittance matrix, known power generation 
levels, and known load conditions. In order to do this, IPS uses the fu lly coupled Newton 
- Raphson iterative, numerical technique.
Newton - Raphson makes use o f the Taylor series expansion o f the load flow  
functions:
P i(V i, Si ) = -Poi + Ptî + Pu = 0
and
Qi(V1, 6i ) = -Qci + Qtî + Qu = 0.
This expansion, after discarding all terms after the first derivative as an approximation, is 
given for P below (note: AP/AV, indicates the partial derivative o f P with respect to V):
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Pi(Vi,ôi ) =  Pj(V'", ,ô"’i ) +  APi/AVj (V'"i,ô'"i ) ( V i - V " i ) +  1/1![AP/A  ôj )(6| - ô'". )]
Using this formula and a starting “ guess”  for the variables Vj and 6 ;, we can solve for (Vi 
- V "i ) and (6i - 5'"i ). We then use the formulae : V "^ 'i = V "i + (V i - V "i ) and 6""^ % = 6"’i 
+ (Si - 5'"i ) to find the next (V, - V "; ), (Si - S i^ ), V"+'i, and S "^ 'i. We continue this 
process until (Vi - V'"i ) and (Si - S""i ) are smaller than some pre-defined threshold. Once 
that point is reached, iteration stops and “ good”  estimates o f system voltages and phase 
angles are known.
In addition to system voltages and phase angles, by using Newton-Raphson, IPS 
can calculate such things as real and reactive power losses, real and reactive power 
generation, local-area real and reactive power import and/or export, as well as over and 
under voltage conditions. This information is critical to solving the VAR compensation 
problem and is accessible to NPC and other WSCC organization through EPS.
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CHAPTER 4 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS AND DATA
As discussed in the introduction, researchers have developed a number o f 
techniques fo r solving the VAR compensation problem. The most recent methods are 
complex, proprietary, and not readily available to many u tility  companies. The objective 
o f this research is to find an accessible solution that utilized the existing WSCC system 
model to optimize for losses, can be implemented quickly, is repeatable and simple 
enough to be taught to others, and then to demonstrate it. In the follow ing chapter, three 
methods aimed at meeting these requirements are examined and the iterative loss 
sensitivity search(ILSS) is analyzed in detail.
The in itia l step for determining magnitude, and location o f capacitor 
compensation is the same in each o f the methods. First, system planners define the 
“candidate”  busses. Candidate busses are the subset o f all the busses w ithin the electrical 
network that hold potential as compensation locations. The criteria used to decide which 
o f the 206 transmission busses on the local system are candidates is a simple matter o f 
applying the process o f elimination. Many o f the substations throughout the are being 
encroached upon by buildings, roads, and other utilities that preclude expansion without 
great expense and governmental red tape. Thus, the busses without enough physical space 
to install a capacitor bank and switching scheme are removed from the lis t first. Second, 
busses unable to withstand switching minimum-size capacitors without causing excessive 
transients are removed. For some busses this places upper lim its on potential new
17
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installations where capacitors already exist. In others, it restricts the maximum capacitor 
size to a magnitude below even the smallest standard size. This analysis results in the list 
o f 48 candidate busses that appears in Table 4. Bus names are the same as those used in 
the WSCC database and capacitor levels are in MVARs.
Table 4 Candidate Busses
Bus Name
Voltage
(KV)
Initial
Capacitor
Level Bus Name
Voltage
_ .CKV)
Initial
Capacitor
Level
1 ALTA 69 0 25 NLV 69 0
2 ARDEN 69 0 26 NWEST 138 0
3 ARDEN 138 24 27 OASIS 69 0
4 ARTESIAN 69 24 28 OQUENDO 69 0
5 BALBOA 69 0 29 PARADIS 69 0
6 BURNHAM 138 0 30 PEBBLE 138 0
7 CANYON 138 0 31 PECOS 138 24
8 CHEYENNE 138 0 32 QUAIL 138 0
9 CLARKE 69 48 33 ROSANNA 69 0
10 CLARK W 69 0 34 RUSSELL 138 0
11 CLAYMONT 138 0 35 SAHARA 69 0
12 DECATURW 69 72 36 SPENCER 138 0
13 DURANGO 138 0 37 SPENSERS 69 0
14 EXCALIB 69 0 38 TAM 69 0
15 GARCES 69 0 39 TENAYA 138 0
16 GRN VAL 138 0 40 VAL VIEW 69 0
17 HAVEN 138 0 41 VEGAS 138 24
18 HIGHLAND 69 0 42 WARMSPR 138 0
19 HIGHLAND 138 0 43 WASHTN 69 0
20 HUALPAI 138 0 44 WATER ST 69 0
21 LINDELL 69 0 45 WESTSIDE 69 24
22 LORENZI 138 0 46 WESTSIDE 138 72
23 MICHAEL 69 0 47 WIGWAM 138 0
24 MISSIN 69 0 48 WINTERWD 69 48
In practice, capacitor size is not a continuous variable. In fact, there are a few 
standard sizes commonly used by industry, and any departure from these standard sizes 
dramatically increases cost. Thus, the next step for this research is to choose the basic
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capacitor increment to install throughout the system. This choice, also common to all 
three approaches, is a matter o f finding the appropriate size. Each capacitor must be 
small enough that it w ill offer flexib ility in system configuration but s till have a 
distinguishable affect on system losses. It also must be large enough to ensure a 
manageable number o f iterations without a single capacitor causing excessive transients 
when switched on line. Through examination o f existing capacitor installations, and 
interviews w ith NPC planning engineers and system operators 24 M VAR is chosen. The 
“ standard”  size balances tradeoffs, is fam iliar and NPC is comfortable using it.
Candidate buss and capacitor size selection are the only two steps performed 
exactly the same for each compensation approach. Once this is done, a few different 
methods o f choosing the optimal number, size and location for the capacitors are 
considered. These procedures are described below, beginning with the Exhaustive search 
technique.
EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH
Exhaustive search is the simplest in concept but the most cumbersome in 
implementation. This “brute force”  approach consists o f sequentially evaluating every 
combination o f capacitors and busses conceivable and choosing the best one. In this case 
best means providing the greatest loss reduction while reducing tie line reactive power 
flow  near to zero.
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Using 24 MVAR as the standard capacitor size and recognizing that peak tie line 
reactive power flow  is 430 MVAR. One can calculate the approximate number o f 
capacitors needed to reduce tie line flow  to zero.
Tie Line flow  (M V AR) / Capacitor Rating (M V AR) = number o f capacitors 
where 430 M VAR / 24 MVAR = 17.92 capacitors
The number is roimded up to 18 to ensure tie line flow  decreases to zero.
In order to implement a search for the optimal arrangement o f capacitors and 
busses, the system planner using IPS would write a batch routine. The code directs IPS to 
evaluate each potential solution. Evaluation consists o f modeling the system with 
capacitors in place, running the Newton-Raphson load flow  and sending the results to a 
storage file. Although the process may seem simple, further evaluation reveals that the 
volume o f calculation yields extreme complexity.
Considering that there are 48 candidate busses and that 18, 24 MVAR, capacitors 
must be introduced into the system one can calculate the number o f combinations o f 
capacitors and candidate busses. This class o f combinatory calculation is called a class
three occupancy problem. Normal combinatory notation where C("k) indicates the
number o f different combinations o f k busses given n choices can be modified to yield the 
answer to this problem.
I f  one establishes a relationship between n and k, and the number o f busses and 
capacitors such that:
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(b + c - l )  = n and c = k 
where b =  number o f busses 
and c = number o f capacitors
The number o f possible combinations o f busses and capacitors is given by:
CC^s) =  65!/[18! X (65 - 18)!] = 4.98 x 10*^
Although it is clear that this number o f iterations would be impossible, it is 
possible, using heuristic techniques, to eliminate some o f the combinations. For example, 
it is known that each bus can withstand no more than 6, 24 MVAR, capacitors, therefore 
any search point that exceeds that value is invalid. Using this type o f heuristic the 
number o f search points can be reduced. The question is can the number be reduced to a 
reasonable level. A quick calculation can reveal the answer to this question.
In terms o f processing time, system planners can afford approximately:
4 weeks x 7 days/ week x 24 hours / day = 672 hours for computation. It takes 
approximately 30 seconds for the Interactive Power Flow System to accomplish a load 
flow calculation and output the results. This corresponds to 80640 search points 
representing a 10*' reduction from the calculated number o f search points. This amount 
is not w ithin the realm o f possibility. I f  one considers analysis time into the equation, the 
problem is further exacerbated, and the number o f manageable search points is 
dramatically reduced. This method is clearly unacceptable.
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ABB STUDY
In 1995, NPC hired Asea Brown Boveri to study the VAR compensation problem
[20] in hopes o f reducing tie line reactive power flow. After defining the list o f candidate 
busses, ABB utilized an iterative search technique with heuristic input to reduce search 
points. ABB used two separate heuristics and approached the problem from two different 
angles.
In part one o f their research ABB calculated sensitivity factors for capacitor 
locations as a function o f tie line MVAR flow between specific adjacent utilities. In this 
case NPC - Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) and NPC - Los Angeles 
Department o f Water and Power (LADWP)tie flows were analyzed. ABB chose the bus 
w ith greatest sensitivity (i.e. best tie line MVAR flow  reduction per M VAR o f 
capacitance) and modeled the system with a reactive power injection at that bus. The 
magnitude o f the reactive power injection was chosen to be the maximum possible 
without causing voltage violations. (This reduced the number o f iterations needed, but it 
was done at the expense o f optimization accuracy.) The load flow  was then recalculated 
and the process repeated until tie line MVAR flow  was reduced to near zero.
Part two o f their research used a similar iterative technique w ith a slightly 
different heuristic. In this case bus sensitivity was calculated for individual tie lines 
(instead of aggregate flow) between agencies. In cases where a bus had a strong positive 
impact on one tie line, but produced poor net results, the bus was skipped. This process 
continued iteratively until aggregate tie line flow  was brought near to zero.
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ABB used a 1998 peak load base case, the WSCC load flow  program, IPS, and the 
WSCC system data as supplied by NPC. The results o f these two methods were sim ilar 
and effective. For case one, ABB added 464 MVAR o f capacitors at 7 busses and 
reduced tie line flow from 515 MVAR to 50 MVAR. In case two, ABB added 448 
MVAR o f capacitors at 7 busses, (not all the same busses) yielding a reduction in tie line 
flow  from 515 to 34 MVAR. Case one yielded a reduction in real power losses o f 3.6 
MW. Case two realized 4.2 MWs in reduced real power losses.
Both methods proved effective in accomplishing their stated goal o f reducing tie 
line flow  w ith the added benefit o f reducing losses. Some drawbacks o f this approach are 
as follows: (a) Tie line flow  is not as critical as loss reduction for optimal system 
operations and should be considered a secondary decision factor, (b) The method did not 
provide a tool that could be used in the future to continue system planning, (c)
Assuming that the maximum capacitor bank size should be placed on the most sensitive 
bus reduces accuracy in selection. Although the above listed drawbacks are significant, 
the method ABB used can be considered a success and was used as a model for the 
iterative loss sensitivity search described next.
ITERATIVE LOSS SENSITIVITY SEARCH
The method advanced by this thesis to meet the requirements listed in the 
introduction is known as Iterative Loss Sensitivity Search(ILSS). It is a greedy search 
technique similar to that used by ABB but with different heuristics and different 
implementation. As its name describes, it uses losses as the primary sensitivity factor for
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choosing capacitor bus locations. It also differs from ABB’s approach in that it starts by 
placing the smallest capacitor size on the most sensitive bus then recalculates the load 
flow  and sensitivities. A flow  chart showing the method is seen in figure 5. In the first 
part o f the search, the list o f candidate busses is input into the system. The load flow  is 
calculated for the base case and for cases where each candidate bus is injected with 24 
MVAR o f reactive power. This is done by utilizing the computation oriented 
programming environment (COPE) batch routine that cycles IPS through a number o f 
commands. A typical iteration includes modifying bus data, running the load flow, and 
sending output data to a file  (see Appendix I for example). Next, the output data is 
analyzed to determine which bus/capacitor combination achieves the greatest loss 
reduction. Once that bus is chosen, the base case is modified to reflect a permanent 
installation o f a 24 MVAR capacitor at the bus. The COPE routine is modified to reflect 
the new base case and the process begins again. I f  at any time a chosen bus causes the 
system to experience over or under voltage problems, that bus is temporarily discarded as 
a candidate and the next most sensitive bus is chosen. Once tie line flow  is reduced to 
zero the process stops.
The basic IPS load flow  program operates with under-load-tap-changing 
transformers regulating system voltage. It was discovered in the in itia l ILSS cycles that 
tie line transformer tap changing had a dramatic and unpredictable affect on losses and tie 
line flow. The effects made comparison o f results nearly impossible. For this reason 
these transformers were set at pre-determined ratios and fixed. This, unfortunately, had 
other
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Figure 5 Optimization For Losses
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ramifications. Once 12 o f the 24 MVAR capacitors were added to the system, over 
voltage problems appeared and reduced the number o f candidate busses to zero. In 
addition, tie line flow, although reduced, was reduced unevenly forcing some tie lines to 
export reactive power.
In order to solve this problem, additional heuristic techniques were employed. Tie 
line transformers were altered to their normal (regulating) mode and the load flow was 
calculated again. Target tap ratios were set so that voltage across the system would be 
reduced and tie line flows would become balanced. Regulating and de-regulating the 
transformers was accomplished using the COPE routines appearing in Appendix n and 
Appendix HI. This process had the affect o f further reducing tie line flow , however some 
o f the loss reductions were also eliminated. This occurred because higher voltage levels 
correspond to lower current flow  and therefore lower I^R losses. ( note: I^R losses are 
those losses caused by resistive heating in the transmission and distribution conductors. 
They are directly proportional to current level and inversely proportional to voltage level. 
Any time average system voltage is decreased by changing transformer tap settings, losses 
w ill also increase.)
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RESULTS
In terms o f the five requirements set forth for this research, the results o f the entire 
process were very good. First, by utilizing IPS, the WSCC system model, and NPC 
personal computer resources, goal one is fu lly realized. The algorithm, as shown in 
figure 5, clearly yields optimization in terms o f system losses and tie line flows, and 
thereby meets goal two. The COPE batch routine to cycle through each candidate bus 
and the COPE routines to regulate and de-regulate the transformers represent efforts that 
achieve goals three and four. In fact, one iteration o f 43 search points, takes 
approximately 15 minutes o f computer time using a pentium 100 MHz based PC. 18 
such iterations, including the additional time to analyze data and regulate transformers, 
are necessary to choose the capacitors yielding a total time run time o f 12 hours. Success 
o f the fifth  goal, that o f running through the program, is evaluated by examining the 
numerical results.
Real Power losses across the system are reduced, as a result o f capacitor 
placement, firom 72.37 MW  to 68.55 MW. This 5.3% reduction is achieved by placing 
14, 24 MVAR, capacitors on 14 busses and 2,48 MVAR capacitors on 2 busses.
Reactive power losses are changed from an initial level o f 963.57 MVAR to the final 
value o f 904.09 M VAR representing a reduction o f 6.2%. The chosen busses are shown, 
in the order chosen in table 5. Real power losses, reactive power losses, and tie line flow
27
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reductions are also shown. Tie line MVAR flow was reduced fi-om 430.54 M VAR to - 
0.07 MVAR. A  graphical representations depicting tie line flow  reduction and real and 
reactive power loss reduction and as a function o f iteration are provided as figures 6,7 and 
8 .
Table 5 Capacitor Placement Details
Net Real Reactive 1
Cap Loss Total Loss Total Tie Line|Tie Flow
Buss Level Losses Change Change Losses Change Change Flow 1 Change
Micheal Way 69KV 24 71.97 0.4 0.4 955.27 8.3 8.3 413.24 17.3
Water St 69KV 24 71.56 0.41 0.81 948.51 6.76 15.06 391.9 1 21.34
Garces 69KV 24 71.17 0.39 1.2 941.01 7.5 22.56 374.8 j 17.1
Mission 69 KV 24 70.79 0.38 1.58 934.64 6.37 28.93 352.34 22.46
Tam 69 KV 24 70.46 0.33 1.91 928.11 6.53 35.46 335.66 16.68
Artesian 69 KV 48 70.17 0.29 2.2 921.8 6.31 41.77 319.55 16.11
Excalibur 69KV 24 69.89 0.28 2.48 915.83 5.97 47.74 301.25 18.3
Garces 69 KV 48 69.62 0.27 2.75 909.8 6.03 53.77 284.87 16.38
Lindeii 69KV 24 69.36 0.26 3.01 903.94 5.86 59.63 265.99 18.88
Sahara 69 KV 24 69.11 0.25 3.26 898.29 5.65 65.28 248.2 17.79
Clark W 69 KV 24 68.87 0.24 3.5 893.75 4.54 69.82 227.18 21.02
Valley View 69 KV 24 69.97 -1.1 2.4 933.67 -39.92 29.9 120.86 106.32
Balboa 69 KV 24 69.65 0.32 2.72 927.56 6.11 36.01 100.02 20.84
Decatur W 69 KV 96 69.42 0.23 2.95 922.54 5.02 41.03 81.35 18.67
Clark E 69 KV 72 69.18 0.24 3.19 917.97 4.57 45.6 60.12 21.23
Arden 69 KV 24 68.96 0.22 3.41 912.88 5.09 50.69 40.45 19.67
Clark W 69 KV 48 68.75 0.21 3.62 908.74 4.14 54.83 19.33 21.12
Decatur W 69 KV 120 68.55 0.2 3.82 904.09 4.65 59.48 -0.07 19.4
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Figure 6 Tie Line Flow
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Figure 8 Reactive Power Loss Reduction
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS
A variety o f effective techniques have been developed over the years to solve the 
VAR compensation problem. From Neagle and Samson through Grainger and Lee to 
Liu, Jwo, Liu and Hsiao , each has approached the problem with a unique outlook and 
effective solution for their particular situation. This thesis also advances an approach that 
solves a problem for a particular and unique situation.
It is clear from the description o f the NPC system that there are a number o f issues 
resulting from the tremendous growth o f the Las Vegas area that need to be dealt with. In 
particular, the VAR compensation problem needs immediate attention. Concerning this 
problem, the NPC issues o f primary concern are as follows, (a) The solution has to 
utilize the existing system database and load flow  software, (b) The VAR compensation 
approach has to improve system losses while simultaneously reducing tie line M VAR 
Flow, (c) The solution method has to minimize computation and analysis time, (d) The 
approach had to be simple enough to be reused and taught to others, and (e) The 
approach had to be proven for the peak load 1997 base case. Each o f these objectives 
was met through this research.
Simple mathematical analysis showed that the exhaustive search solution was not 
feasible. The ABB study, also contracted by NPC to solve the VAR compensation 
problem, utilized a similar, greedy search, approach to solve the problem. The ABB 
approach optimized capacitor placement using tie line flow as the only optimization 
criteria. The methodology was sound but the implementation did not provide all o f the
31
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benefits needed by NPC. In particular, losses were o f secondary concern, adding the 
largest size capacitor at each bus reduced flexibility, and the procedure was neither 
repeatable nor teachable.
The approach defined in this thesis provides NPC with each o f the things defined 
as requirements for the work. The results o f the study showed a significant reduction in 
losses and tie line flow  for the specified capacitor sizes and locations. In addition, the 
batch routine and flow  chart streamline computation and analysis and enable NPC to re­
use this process, at their discretion, to continually update and improve the VAR 
compensation program. A ll o f which is accomplished using NPC resources.
Having met the goals o f this project, it is prudent to look to the future for further 
refinements o f this work. Although, performance results o f this research are thoroughly 
treated herein, the author has intentionally left the economic ramifications to future work. 
Three particularly useful efforts dealing w ith the economic aspects o f the solution are 
readily apparent.
NPC, like all businesses, has lim ited financial resources and must allocate capital 
improvement funds judiciously. This means that the entire recommendation describe 
here w ill certainly not be implemented in the next three years. In light o f this, and 
considering that NPC wishes to implement as much compensation as possible, as soon as 
possible, methods for reducing installation costs are needed. The first recommendation is 
to apply dollar values to the compensation system and evaluate total cost as a function o f 
individual bus. Some busses farther down on the list may provide a more economic 
location and therefore can be installed first. Second, installations at busses in close 
circuit /  geographic proximity may be combined in order to achieve economies o f scale.
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yielding similar performance at reduced cost. Finally, early research revealed approaches 
to this problem presented in other academic work [18-20] that are ripe for 
implementation by u tility  companies. Organizations, such as NPC, should consider 
abandoning older technology in favor o f new methods. Tools, such as optimal load flow 
programs, w ill be essential to successful operation in today’s competitive environment.
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Appendix I Prime COPE Routine
START
RECALL fflS T ,!
MODIFY <$0
B M N3 ALTA 69N3 24.0
ZZ
SOLVE HOT,>NULL,»NULL
REPORT AREA,NEV ADA,TOTALS,>OUTPUT
REPORT AREA,NEVADA,O.U.,>OUTPUT
RETURN
START
RECALL fflS T ,!
MODIFY < $0
B M N 3A LTA  69N3 0.0
BM N6ARDEN 69N6 24.0
ZZ
SOLVE HOT,>NULL,»NULL
REPORT AREA,NEVADA,TOTALS,>OUTPUT
REPORT AREA,NEVADA,O.U.,>OUTPUT
RETURN
START
RECALL m ST,l 
MODIFY < $0
B M  N6ARDEN 69N6 0.0
BM N4ARTESIAN 69N4 24.0
ZZ
SOLVE HOT,>NULL,»NULL
REPORT AREA,NEVADA,TOTALS,>OUTPUT
REPORT AREA,NEVADA,O.U.,>OUTPUT
RETURN
START
RECALL m ST,l 
MODIFY < $0
BMN4ARTESIAN 69N4 0.0
B M N 5B A LB 0A  69N5 24.0
ZZ
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Appendix II Transformer Regulating COPE Routine
CONVERT TIE-LINE LTC'S TO REGULATING AT BASE CASE VALUES
1015
1015
1015
1015
1015
1015
1015
1015
1005
1015
1015
1005
1020
1020
1015
69N3
69N3
69N3
69N3
C 
C
c
BTM DECATURE 69 
BTM DECATURW 69 
BTM DECATUR 138 
BTM N4CLARK 138N4 
BTM N3CL 6907 
BTM N3CL 6904 
BTM N3CL 6911 
BTM N3CL 6912 
BTM N4 WINTERWD 138N4 
BTMN4WESTSIDE 138N4 
BTM PAHRUMP 138 
BTMN4ARDEN 138N4 
BTM MEAD A 69.
BTM M EAD B 69.
BTM WINTERWD 69 
TM N 2C LA R K 6 2301 CLARK 
TM N 2C LA R K E  2301 CL 6907 
TM N 2C LA R K E  2301 CL 6904 
T M N 2C LA R K W  2301CL 6912 
TM N 2C LA R K W  2301CL 6911 
TM N2DECATUR 2301 DECATURE 69 
TM N2DECATUR 2301 DECATURW 69 
T M  N2DECATUR 230 DECATUR 138 
T M  N2WINTERWD 230 WINTERWD 138 
T M  N2WESTSIDE 230 WESTSIDE 138 
T M  PAHRUMP 230 PAHRUMP 138 
TM N 2ARD EN  230 ARDEN 138 
T M  WINTERWD 138 WINTERWD 69 
R N2CLARK6 230 CLARK 138 CLARK 
N2CLARK E 230 CL 6907 
N2CLARKE 230 CL 6904 
N2CLARKW  230 CL 6912 
N2CLARK W 230 CL 6911
138
69
69
69
69
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
2310013800
2282569.00
2282569.00
2282569.00
2282569.00
2268769.00
2268769.00 
2255013800
2200013800
2241213800
2323713800
2296213800
1340669.00
138242001980032
69247502035032
69247502035032
69247502035032
69247502035032
69 CL 6907 
69 CL 6904 
69 CL 6912 
69 CL 6911
N2DECATUR 230 DECATURE 69 DECATURE 69247502035032 
N2DECATUR 230 DECATURW 69 DECATURW 69247502035032 
N2DECATUR 230 DECATUR 138 DECATUR 138242001980032 
N2WINTERWD 230 WINTERWD 138 WINTERWD 138242001980032 
N2WESTSIDE 230 WESTSIDE 138 WESTSIDE 138242001980032
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R PAHRUMP 230 PAHRUMP 138 PAHRUMP 138242001980032 
R N2ARDEN 230ARDEN 138 ARDEN 138242001980032 
R WINTERWD 138 WINTERWD 69 WINTERWD 69144901281032 
TM N 2M E A D  230.2MEAD A 69. 2268769.00
TM N 2M E A D  230.2MEAD B 69. 2268769.00
R N2MEAD 230. MEAD A  69. MEAD A 69.247502035032 
R N2MEAD 230. MEAD B 69. MEAD B 69.247502035032 
ZZ
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Appendix III Transformer Tap Fixing COPE Routine
CONVERT TIE-LINE LTC’S TO FIXED AT BASE CASE VALUES
69N3
69N3
69N3
69N3
C 
C 
C
B M DECATURE 69 
B M DECATURW 69 
B M  DECATUR 138 
BM N4CLARK 138N4 
B M N 3C L 6907 
BM N3CL6904 
BM N 3C L 6911 
B M N 3C L 6912 
B M N4WINTERWD 138N4 
B MN4WESTSIDE 138N4 
B M  PAHRUMP 138 
B M N 4 ARDEN 138N4 
B M  MEAD A 69.
B M  M EADB 69.
B M  WINTERWD 69 
TM N 2C LAR K6 2301 CLARK 
T M N2CLARK E 2301 CL 6907 
TM N 2C LAR KE 2301 CL 6904 
TM N 2C LA R KW  2301 CL 6912 
T M N2CLARK W 2301 CL 6911 
TMN2DECATUR 2301 DECATURE 69 
TM N2DECATUR 2301 DECATURW 69 
TMN2DECATUR 230 DECATUR 138 
T M N2WINTERWD 230 WINTERWD 138 
T M N2WESTSIDE 230 WESTSIDE 138 
T M  PAHRUMP 230PAHRUMP 138 
T M N2ARDEN 230 ARDEN 138 
T M WINTERWD 138 WINTERWD 69 
R D N2CLARK 6 230 CLARK 138 CLARK 
R D N2CLARK E 230 CL 6907 69 CL 6907 
R D N2CLARK E 230 CL 6904 69 CL 6904 
R D N 2C LAR KW  230 CL 6912 69 CL 6912 
R D N2CLARK W 230 CL 6911 69 CL 6911
138
69
69
69
69
2310013800
2282569.00
2282569.00
2282569.00
2282569.00
2268769.00
2268769.00 
2255013800
2200013800
2241213800
2323713800
2296213800
1340669.00
138242001980032
69247502035032
69247502035032
69247502035032
69247502035032
R D N2DECATUR 230 DECATURE 69 DECATURE 69247502035032 
R D N2DECATUR 230 DECATURW 69 DECATURW 69247502035032 
RDN2DECATUR 230 DECATUR 138 DECATUR 138 
R D N2WINTERWD 230 WINTERWD 138 WINTERWD 138242001980032 
R D N2WESTSIDE 230 WESTSIDE 138 WESTSIDE 138242001980032
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R D  PAHRUMP 230 PAHRUMP 138 PAHRUMP 138 
RDN2ARDEN 230 ARDEN 138 ARDEN 138242001980032 
R D  WINTERWD 138 WINTERWD 69 WINTERWD 69 
TM N 2M EAD  230.2MEAD A 69. 2268769.00
TM N 2M EAD  230.2MEADB 69. 2268769.00
RDN2M EAD 230. MEAD A 69. MEAD A 69.247502035032 
RDN2M EAD 230. MEAD B 69. M EADB 69.247502035032 
ZZ
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